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ABSTRACT 

In robot control, mathematical equations describing dynamic behaviors of robots are 
usually complicated. Additionally, the components such as inertial and friction parameters 
appearing in these equations are very difficult to determine exactly. With robots having complex 
structure such as parallel robots. MRM robots etc., the derivation of dynamic equations becomes 
more difficull and sometimes cannot obtain analytically. In those cases, controlling robot based 
on its equations of motion is quite hard. Applying fuzzy logic for robot control can overcome the 
mentioned drawbacks. This is because ftizzy control algorithm gives favorable condition to deal 
with the lack of adequation as well as inaccuracy of components in robot's dynamic equations. 
Furthermore, the ftizzy rules are created by clauses which based on human logic, so it is easily to 
understand and implement This paper discusses the application of ftizzy logic for controlling 
MRM robots. To compare the results obtained from fuzzy control, this paper are also adressed 
lhe use of the computed torque algorithm to control MRM robots. 

Keywords mechanism of relative manipulation robot (MRM robot), fuzzy logic, fuzzy control. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In [ l , -.5], the model of MRM robot was introduced Basically, the proposed MRM robot 
include two serial/parallel robots to cooperate of each other for serving a desired puipose: a 
master robot (we call first robot or tool-robot) brings the tool (example as drillmg machine) and 
MRM*̂  K ^^^ " " ^^'^°"'* """̂ "̂  orjig-robot) brings a jig used to hold manipulated object 
MKM robot performs manipulaIion.s to the object when both two robot mechanisms work 
togettier and tool-robot manipulates to object which follow relative movements between two 
mechanisms 

Controlling manipulations of MRM robots can be realized by classic method. First of ali, 
mverse kinematics of the MRM robot must be solved numerically/anatically. In the next step, 
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MRM fobot's dynamic equations ate established based on multibody dynamics theoty using the 
Lagiangian method or Newton-Eulei method or principle of compatibility etc. Thanks to 
kinematical results and dynamical equanons of robot, the well known control algorithms such as 
computed torque or feedward+PD/PID are apphed to contfol robot. It can be pointed out that 
I j ^ ' L ™ * " ' ' ^ '" '*° disadvantages in constmcting conttol module because dynamic equations of 
MRM robots are too complicated, ta addition, inertial parameteis as well as friction paiameteis 
in dynamical equations ate not able to detenmne exactly. 

Based on the way of human thinking and processing infonnation [6], fuzzy logic bnngs 
several benefits in contiolling engineering systems. To design fuzzy contiol module, the fiist 
step is deteimming inpm and output of connol module, fitiificatina input and output. Then 
contiol law and composite law aie established and the last step is defuziflcation. All those steps 
ate independent with dynamical equations of control object. Several authois applied fuzzy logic 
to control field and achieved positive results, fot example [7-11] To the best ofour knowledge 
howevei, applying fuzzy logic fot conU-olling MRM robots is not consideied in literature This 
papei will discuss the use of the fuzzy method to conCTol MRM robot The results obtained ftom 
luzzy method is compared to the lesults obtained based on the computed toique control method 
All of control modules are designed in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment fot real-time 
simulation and control puiposes. 

2, MRM R O B O T S MANIPULATION MOTION 

The Figure I piesents 5-DOF MRM robot model which is used fot welding (oi lazei 
machining) puipose. including 3-DOF tool-robot and 2-DOF jig-robot. Tooi-iobot consists of 
the base platfonn, denoted by the number L,„ and movable links, denoted by numbers L,, L„ 
and L,j, respectively. Jig-robot consists of anothei base platfonn, denoted by numbet L,, 'and 
two movable links L;i and L,;. 

The motion of links. L„ rotates around z,,, L,, rotates around z,,, L„ translates along z„ 
L,, rotates around z,„ and L,, rotates around z,,. The fiist three DOFs of the tool-robot allow ii 
to bnng welding tool to any position in its woikspace while onentation of welding tool axis is 
always parallel to z„ . Besides, 2-DOF jig-robot allows the rotation around two perpcndiculai 
axes, gives ability to conlrol manipulation onentation vertically to tool-robot lealize 
manipulations. The collaboration between two mechanisms brings the flexibility foi controjlma 
manipulation's position and onentation, ^ 

The inertial frame x,„y,„z,. is used to as the fixed Cateisiao cooidinate system To descnbe 
position and onentation of any link of the robot, the standard Denavit-Hartenbei. method is 
applied. The cooidmate systems are showed on Figure I, the kinematic parameleis of the tool-
robot and thejig-robot are presented in Table I and 2, icspecnvely Considering tool-robot, the 
following tiansfoimation is used* ,- i - -» v v z ^ ,- , - ^ , , 

in- I" 111 ^-'M-i|i^ii ^ - t | , . t , , - i , -^-V,,V|-z,, in which 
tiansfomtalion matrices are defined as "A„(e„) . 'A,;(e,,), and =A„(e,j) As a result nosilion 
and onentation of the end-effeetoi in the fixed frame are deteratined by the following inaliix. 

" A „ = " A „ ( e , , ) ' A , ; ( e , ; ) = A „ ( 9 „ ) , 1 , 

Similariy, foi the case of Jig-robot « e have following transfonnation chain: 
•^..^•»-l,l ^ >'M1!I=;I ^-c, , .r . , -- , . with Iransforaiation matrices respectively "'A,, °A, (6 I 
' A J J I S ; ; ) . One leads lo: - . - - / • 
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«A;, = '"A,„"A„(e„)'A,,(9,,) (2) 

the woikpiece is clamped on the table L... with the configuration of the machining object 
identified in the liame X"y::Z::. Using the kinematic parameters to describe the position and 
onentation of the end-etTectoi in the X22y2:Z:2 frame: 

| p , , p , . "y,„ .'\: (3) 

Figure I MRM Robot model and coordinate systems. 

MRM robot's DH parameters are presemed in Table 1 and Table 2, with Table I presents 
DH parameiers of tool-robot and Table 2 presents DH parameters of jig-robot. 

Table I Table of tool-robot's DH parameters. 

^~~~--^^^Paiameler 
Link ^ ^ " ^ ^ - ^ ^ 

II 

12 

13 

9, 

6ii 

6 | j 

0 

i. 

dl 

0 

d l , 

an 

ai2 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Table 2. Table of jig-robot's DH parameters. 

-90" 

It can also be shown the posnion and orientation of Ihe frame x, 
frame X22y;2Z22 as follows: 

ynZijt with respect to 

,(p) 

l ( p ) 

•(p) 

0 

s.t(p) 
S2J (P) 

'=,1!(P) 
0 

^,u(p) 

s.,(p) 
-PM(P) 

0 

C,(P) 

The nthei way to describe the position and orientation of the end-effectoi, frame x,.y„zn with 
respect to fixed frame X|„y,„Z|, as follows, 

"'^„ = "'A,i,"A„{Q„yA,,{e,,_)''A„{p) (5) 

From the equations (I), (5) we see that both two matrices "A„, "A„ descnbe the position and 
onentation of the frame x.jyuZi, with respect to fixed frame x„,y,„z,„, we obtain 

° A , ( p ) = 

",•1^ %rjM) •^„,{q) 

S; i ( l ) S I J C I ) S:.,(q) 

<^,.i(q) SJ=(<I) \„{<i) 
0 0 0 

•-y„M) 
m 

Equation (6) is known as Ihe kinematic equation of robot in matrix fonn This 
lepiesentation shows the relationship between the MRM lobofs relative manipulation motion 
which IS descnbed by six relative operational cooidinates benveen frames x„y„z„ and framfi 

fctows:' ""'' """ ""'"°" "' '""' ''°''°' ''"'*'• " '""' ' " '''=""'''='' ^y fi« jomtcooidinates as 

q = [q,,..,q,]' = [e,,,9,„e,„9,,,e,,]' (7, 

m„ ° " ? " 'A- 'T' =""'''"''""• »" '"" ""'V" «" '=1"^= operational cooidinates of the 
ma nx A,, On the othei hand, given the relative opeiational cooidinates of frarae x,,v„z,, 

JomtZdraa't°es?7U2r' '"^ " ' " ' " " """' ''""'" ' ™ ™ " ' ' " * " '° ^ ^ ^ " ^ '̂ = 
Applying the same method of kinemalic unestigation in papei [2] when using MRM robot 

fot welding process is showed on Figure 2, Machine part 2 is on |io-robofs table I whal 
welded with tube 3 follow butt weld 4, with parameteis. 

The path of the butt weld 4 is inteisection of tube suiface wilh machine part's suiface 5 
IS a parallel plane with y ;̂ axis and slope an angle y to the honzontal plane 
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The tube axis z is perpendicular to the surface 5. 

Center O of welding path's circle have coordinates (Xo, yo, Zo) in the frame xz^ynZn, 

radius of the tube is r 
The axis of \\elding tool (welding gun) z.j is coplanar and sloping an angle X with tube 

axis. 
The velocity of welding tool's head along welding path is Vi, which is given base on 
welding engineenng requirement 

-L jig-robot's table 

^ machine part 

J. tube 

t. welding path 

5. machine part's surface 

Figure 2 Welding path is realized by MRM robot. 

Table 3 shows the parameters appearing in this application. 

Table 3. Parameters describe fhe machining object 

r 
30° 

Xo 

O.l(m) 
y. 

O.l(m) 
Zo 

0.1 (m) 
r 

0.07(m) 

X 

45° 
Vh 

0.02(m/s) 

By virtue of above requirements, the relative raanipulation motion of the end-effector (the 
welding gun) can be obtained and descnbed by coordinates (3) and their derivatives. Based m 
these results and kinematic equation (6), the well known algonthms such as Newton-Raphson is 
apphed lo solve inveise kinematics and obtain tiajectoiy and velocity of MRM robot's liltlis. 
Files Position.txt, VeIocity,txt, Acceleratiomtxt are exported with puipose as input data for 
control. ^ ^ ^ 

3, MRM ROBOTS DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS 

While the robot perfonns the opetation, the kinematical constraint, which is imposed by 
relative manipulation motion, will fonn the kinematical close-loop chain,The Figure 3 presents 
the closed-loop MRM lobofs structuie. 

Although kinemalic stmcmre is closed-loop, we obseive that the dynamic equations of 
motion can be lonnulated in tenns of independent generalized coordinates (7). Utilizing Ite 
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pnnciple of compatibility as shown in [3, 4, 5, 12, 131 the iDbot dynamic equations of motion are 
written as follows: 

M(q)q-l-C(q,q) + G(q)-l-Q = U (8) 

Figure 3 closed-loop kinematic chain of MRM robot 
Where 

M(q) = r i (JT,m,J„+Jj ,0„J„) j (9) 

C(q,q) = [c„C2,..,c,r, c . ^ i c . l i l K q , , (k,l,j) = i f e + ̂ _ ^ l (,„, 

G{q) = [g|.&.,..g,r, g , = | ^ (11) 

where m„ JT„ IJ, are mass, ttanslational Jacobian, and rotational Jacobian of link i S is the 
inertia tensoi of link i with respect lo the frame thai expressed in link i with ongin at its centei of 
mass; I - l„„5; n is the potemial eneigy of the system; q,C|,q are vectois of the joint posifions 
(7), velocities, accelerations, lespectively; (k,l;j) is Christoffel notations' mu (k I = I 5) are 
elements of the mass matrix M(q) ' ' ' 

U=[U„U2„.,U,r ,12) 

Accoiding to [12, 13], the elements of vectoi U are the expressions of the contiol forees/toiques 
that match lhe programed motion of the robot. 

Q = (Q„0:,.„Q,,r (13) 

The elements of the vectoi Q arc the expressions of the generalized forces of the friction 
distuibance forces as well as other non-conservative forces applying on the robot In general n 
IS hard to build up exactly robot's dynamic equations because of difficulty to detenime these 
forces. It means why the classic conttol algonthm have disadvantages and difficulties As 
mentioned above, this paper will discuss the use of the flizzy method to control MRM robot to 
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deal with the lack of adequanon as well as inaccuracy of components in robot's dynamic 
equations. For die puipose of compaiison of the conttol laws, the classic conttol and fiizzy the 
conttol, in this work wc assume that the generalized forces are generated of die friction ami 
dismrbance and can be obtained as follows: 

Q, = | l [ q i . - q s f (14) 

Q j , = 5[sin(q,)+1 ,cos(q, )-f I ,sin(qj),sin(q,)cos(qj ) ,s in(2q,)] ' (15) 

Then 

Q = Q,+Qa,. (16) 
(with g = 0.003 and S = 0 5). 

II IS important lo note that the mentioned dynamical equations used to calculate conlrol 
forces/moments of the robot based on the well-known computed torque control law. When 
applying ftizzy control. Q as unknown and dynamical equation is inadequate and inaccuracy. 

4. COMPUTED TORQUE CONTROL 

Wuh MRM robot model as Figure I, 3, the kinematic and dynamic pioblems ate resolved 
10 find oul the links's motion tiajectoiy and driving momen at the actuated joints with the 
puipose IS the desiied technical manipulation Therefore, we need a control law to ensuie 
welding gun following dcsiied welding path in the Cartesian coordinate system of jig-iobot's 
tablcand comply lhe piescnbed motion tiajectoty. 

hot the putpose of venfymg, we fiist applying the classic control law, ,such as the 
computed loique control, lo control MRM robot. We call the set q,(t) andci,(t) ate acttiated 
joint's liajectoiy and velocity of MRM robot, t/f (t). q^(t), gf (t) ate desired tiajectoiy, velocity 
and accelciatoi. By virtue of dynamic equations (8) and qf(t), ij'' (t), ,̂'' (1) which aie obtain 
from inveise kinematics, computed ioique control is designed with the purpose so that q,(t) and 
t/,(l) follow ((,''(1) andt/' '(I), so welding gun follow desired welding path in the Cartesian 
coordinalc system of jig-iobot's table. The input of computed toique control are q,(l), ?,(!), 
q\ (1), t); (t), q'. (t)and dynamical parameteis in (8), output is driving momen set al actuated 
joints Wc will use mediate vanables e(t) and e(t) which ate posinon enor vectoi and velocity 
enor of links- Now, control puipose will be controlling dnving momen at initiative joints so thai 
e(lt and e(t) ate small as desire 

With position enof and velocity cnof 

js:,(t) = q,(t)-qf(t) 
l=,(i) = q,(t)-qf(t) 

Wilh dynamical equanons (8), we choose the control law as follows, 

u = M(q)t)-bC(q,ii)-l-G(q) + 0 (18) 
where 

u = q ' ' -Kpe-K„e (19) 
The malnces K„, K,are positive diagonal. 

(17) 
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•̂ P -<i"'g{k,i,k,,„.,k^}; K„ = diag{k„,,k„,„„k^}; k,, >0; k„ >0 (20) 

Applying computed torque control Into MRM robot 

We choose Ko and Kp for computed torque conttol module, as follows-
l̂ D = diag{45l, 450, 431, 465, 435) 

Kp.diag{45,46,42,43,40} 
The Position,mat, Veloclty,mat, Acceleratocmal are files of position, velocity and 

acceleration which are obtained ftom kinematic analysis, usina From File to rasert them mto 
Simulink as input data, those data are tiansfonned into ComputerTorqueControi (block 
contam computed toique conttol) to calculate driving momen at acmated joints After that 
obtained moraen will be transfomied to Robot (MRM robot model) to calculate and find outieal 
position and velocity of links. Position and velocity are also responded to conttol module lo 
compare with the desired posnion and velocity. 

SIMULINK MODEL; Figuie 4 shows the system of computed toique conttol. 

Figiiie 4 Simulink model of computed torque contiol 

The results are shown in figuies from 7 to 10 in the next content with the aim is that 
companng them with ftizzy control's results. 

5, FUZZY CONTROL 

In above section computed toique control module is designed thanks to dvnamieal 
equations (8) o conttol MRM robot. However, detemtining dynamical parameteis and'buildmg 
up dynamical equations are complicated Moreovei, dynamical pararaeteis are difficult to 
detenttine exactly and many othei interefercnces impact on MRM robot which are difficult or 
cannot t^etennme. ta this part, fiizzy logic will be used to designed control module vvith pumose 
th. declines the complexity and difficul.y when conttuc, conttol module fot MRM robot We 

te used a S v T '" °"' """"' " " " " ' "^"' '•" ' ^ ' ^ " " « • ""P"' P - ™ " = - " ' " 
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Summary fuzzy logic 
A Fuzzy Set F is determined m classical set X which its each element is a couple of value 

(x uF(x)) where- /if-;t-* [0,1] [14], Logical mapping/ip is considered as memberslqi 
ftinction of ftizzy set F. Classic set X is considered as base set of ftizzy set F. 

Characteristic parameters offiazy set: 
The height (h) of ftizzy set F (define on base set X) is value: 

/r = sup/ / f (x) (21) 
\-e.X 

Determining domain (S) of fiizzy set F {define on base set X) is subset of X, satisfy: 
S = sup p ^ , (x) = {x ̂  XI fip (x) > 0} (22) 

Trusted domain (T) of ftizzy set F (define on base set X) is subset of X, satisfy: 

T^{xeK\fi,{x) = \} (23) 

The common forms of membership function • Triangle membership fiinction, trapeziiira 
form. Gauss form. Sign form, Sigmoidial form, Campanulate form. 

Operations on fuzzy set- Unions of two flizzy sets, intersection of two fuzzy sets, 
complement of two ftizzy sets. 

Linguistic variable- Apart from descnbing variable by physical values (apparent values), 
Ihey also can be demonstrated by linguistic values (fuzzy values). Each linguistic value is 
demonstrated by fuzzy set, has base set which is physical domains 

Composite lan:syslem: A composite law system is described by n clause: [14] 
R,- If... then . or 
Rn: If... then... (where 1 = 1. .n-l) 

Setting B, and p, as Fuzzy Set and membership function of composite law R,. Meanwhile 
Fuzzy Set R of composite law system[14]: 

R'=B;UB;U.. .UB;, (24) 

The common composite law systems' MAX-MIN, MAX-PROD, SUM-MIN, SUM-PROD, 

To calculate membership function ^^,(y) of output value Rof a composite law system 

which has n composite laws R,, . ,R„, the first we compute//g,(y), then calculate^^(.{y) follow 

choosen composite law, base on membership function's calculated formulas of two fuzzy sets. 

Common calculated formulas p^.{y) m enginerring for a composite clauseS' =A^B: 

MA„//f l ) = min(//^,//3) (25) 

M/^.pAB) = A.Afl (26) 
Dejuzzificaiion Common defuzzification methods are maxima method and barycenlric 

meihod, 

.Applying fuzzy logic loi controlling MRM robot 

Step I Deiermming input and output 

The input of ftizzy control module include e(t) and e(t), are position error and velocity enw 
oi links, are used as above The output is adjusted momen at initiative joints so that e and e are 
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small as desire. Supposing real momen need to set at initiative joints are T,to e and e come to 0, 
theoretical driving momen set at initiatne joints are rf to e and e come to 0. So. adjusted 
momen at initiative joints is value which present for the difereoce ofr, and rf: 

", = r - r f (27) 

Now, we can consider control module's input are e(t) and e(t), output is u(t) With each 
couple of values e(t) and e{t), control module will calculate adjusted momen at inifiative joints 
and export a signal u(t) to adjust e(t) and e(t) come to asvmpiotic pomt with 0 

with-e,, e;, e^are position error of tool-robot "s links respecti\ely. 

e4. e; are position error of jig-robot's links respectn ely 

with: e,, £:, e, are velocity error of tool-robot's links respecti\ely. 

fij. 6; are velocity error of jig-robofs links respectively 

with: U[,..., ujare adjusted momen and force at MRM robot's joints respectn-ely. 

Base on the mass, desired trajector>' and velocity of each link, we estimate phvsical domair 
of input and output variables as shown in Table 4 

Table 4 Physical domain of inpui and ouiput \anables 

Link 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

e. 

[min, max] (deg) 

[mm, max] (deg) 

[mm. max] (mm) 

[mm, max] (deg) 

[mm, max] (deg) 

e, 

[mm. max] (degs) 

[mm, max] (deg s) 

[mm, max] (mms) 

[mm, max] (degs) 

[mm, max] (degs) 

u. 

[min, max] (N.m) 

[mm, max] (N.m) 

[mm. max] (N) 

[min. max] (N m) 

[mm. max] (N.m) 

Step 2. Fuzzificating input and ouipul 

Choosing the numbei of linguistic vanables so ihat it is not too big and not so small 
because if choosing the numbci of linguislic vanables is too bia then composite law svstem will' 
be complicated and difficult to piesent law systera. computed mass is big If choosing the 
number of linguistic variables is so small then it cannot deraonstrate all of features of svstem and 
adjustment will nol smoolh. 

Firz,r,caltngeil)- physical domain of e, («,ih i-L.S) is devided into 5 sub-domains Each 
physical domam X, (sub-domain of physical domain of e,) demonstales a fiizzv set F Each 
fiizzy set F, descnbes a linguistic value (,-1 -'̂  because we dev ide phvsical domain of e! into 5 
sub-domains) 

We will have 5 linguistic values which demonstrate for e,. using symbols for ."̂  Imimislic values 

AL: big negative AN. small negative Z: zero DN. small positive DL big posiiive 
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Therein- AL AN, Z. DN. DL are linguistic values which are demonstrated by fuzzy sfls 
F, .., F. respectiveiy.With F,. .. . F. are fuzzy sets which determine on base sets X,, ...,Xj 
respectively. The \alue of physical domain increases gradually fom X, to X;. Choosing triangle 
membership fiinction, we perform as shown on Figure 5. 

Figure 5. The membership function. 

So. position error vector e(t) of MRM robot's 5 links are fuzzificated by 5 linguistic values 
as above. In spite of linguistic values' name are the same for e,, but physical domains 
desmostrate them which are different. 

With e(t) and u(t), we also do Ihe same, and hence,with each e„ e„ u, we use 5 linguistic 
values to present In the same way, in spite of linguistic values' name are similar for e{t), e(t), 
u(l). but physical domains desmostrate them which are different. 

Step 3: Build up control law 

We build up the composite law system for MRM robot. Variables e„ e, and u, will be 
demonstrated by 5 linguistic values as above, its' composite law system is presented in FAM 
table. If the value of e, and e, belong to physical domain which demonstrates a linguistic value in 
!AL. AN. Z, DN, DL; of each variable then control module will also give control signal u„ wilh 
its' value belong to physical domain which demonstrates a linguistic value in {AL, AN, Z, DN, 
DL I of It to adjust the value of e, and e, so that they come gradually to physical domain which 
demonsn-ates linguistic value Z In other words, its' physical value come gradually lo asymptotic 
domain of 0. The composite law system of fuzzy control is descnbed in Table 5. 

Tabic 5 FAM table presem the composite law system (GTNN: linguistic values). 

GTNN 

AL 

AN 

z 
DN 

DL 

AL 

DL 

DL 

DL 

DN 

Z 

AN 

DL 

DN 

DN 

Z 

AN 

Z 

DL 

DN 

Z 

AN 

AL 

DN 

DN 

Z 

AN 

AN 

AL 

DL 

Z 

AN 

AL 

AL 

AL 
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If we just contt-ol one link, this is quite easy to draw die conttol law because adusted law of 
u, wiM be proportional to e,and e,. However, paper's aun is that conttolling 5D0F MRM robot. 
Its links have kinematic and dynamic relation togethei, so the changed rales of u(t) may no 
longei proportional to e,(t) and ii,(t). Aftei some tests, a suitable conttol law for 5D0F MRM 
robot is chosen and presented as FAM Table 4: 

r/ionts to FAM table, we have a composite low sysiem. including 25 composite clauses. 
Up If eit) is AL and ell) Is AL then nil) Is DL or 

Ris Ife(l) IS DL and ell) Is DL then ufl) is AL 

Step 4. Determining composite device 

Due to 5 linguistic values |AL, AN, Z, DN, DL| are demonstrated by physical domains 
(Xi, ,,., Xs!, but physical domains X,, . , X, intersect as presented above. So, input values e, 
and e, are at one moment those always belong to two domains in (X,, ,,., X,). In othei woids, e, 
and e, are at one moment those always belong to two fitzzy sets which demonsft-ate any Iwo 
linguistic values in 5 above linguistic values. Therefore, each composite law will have diffeient 
dependence when e.and is, are puned on control module. We need detennine dependence of each 
composite law and dependence of whole composite law system to find out output's dependence 
when putting input on control module. Composite device will be used to do this This papei 
choose composite law MAX-MIN. Calculating each coraposite law's dependence by fonnula 
(25) and computing whole above composite law system's dependence by MAX mle as undei: 

A4„.W = max{//,(x),/;„(x)} (28) 

Step 5. Defiizzification 

The output of composite law block is the dependence. We need defiizzificate to obtain 
output s physical value. This papei uses banycentiic defiizzificabon method and triangle 
membeiship function because they give believable results m the simple way. This meihod will 
give physical value y', is baiycentiic point's abscissa of tange which is created by ,Uj(y) 
hoiizontal axe. The fotmula to determine y • 

J.VA(y)dy 

S 

Applying: Position,mat and Velocily,raal are calculated najectoiy, velocity which are 
obtained ftom Maple,Torque,maI, PhysicalDomains are set of moraen's approximate values 
block give approximately physical values of input and output respecttvely. Fuzzy Control is thi; 
block which contains ftizzy connol module. Robot is MRM robot model 

The results are shown from Figure 7 to 10 in the next content with the aim is that companng 
them with computed toique conn-ol's lesults 

robT^"*'' ^'^"^^' •''̂ '""= •* ^''°™ *"= 'y'""" "fft"^ ""'rai applying to control MRM 
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Figure 6 Simulink model of fiizzy control module. 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

For the case of MRM robot presented in Figure 1, 3, their geometrical and inertial 
parameters are designed as follows {links are homogeneous, sections are unchanged). Table 6,7: 

Tiible 6 Geometrical and inertia! parameters of MRM robot. 

Link 

II 

12 

1,1 

21 

22 

Shape 

Rectangular girder 

Rectangular girdei 

Rectangulai girdei 

HalfofCyhndei 

Dick 

Dimension of links 

Section (ra) 

0 03 

0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

0 02 

001 

0.08 

0.06 

Length/ 

Thickness (m) 

0.33 

0 33 

0.4 

0.3 

0.05 

Weight 

(kg) 

8 

8 

3.5 

50 

20 

Cooidinales of links' 
baiycentei on local 

Cartesian coordination 
system 

x(m) 

-0.165 

-0.165 

0 

0 

0 

y(m) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

z(m) 

0 

0 

0.2 

-0.15 

-0.05 

Table 7 Physical domain of input and output vanables. 

Link e, 

' ! 1-2,21 (deal 
2 

3 

4 

[-2. 2] (deg) 

[-2. 2] (mm) 

1-2. 2] (deg) 

-̂  ' J ; 2 ^ 2 U d M l _ _ ^ 

e, 

1 [-2, 2] (deg/s) 

[-2, 2] (deg/s) 

[-2, 2] (mm/s) 

[-2, 2] (deg/s) 

[-2,2J (deg/s) 

Ug 

[-25, 25] (N,m) 

[-25, 25] (N.m) 

[-25, 25] (N) 

[-25, 25] (N,m) 

[-30, 301 (N.m) 
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rhe results are shown fi-om the Figure 7 lo the Figure 10. 

Figure 7 Graph of calculated and simulated trajectory of MRM robot's 5 links. 

Figuie/^ Graph ofposition error of MRM robot's 5 links 

Figuie y Calculated and simulated welding path in Cartesian coordinate svstem ofjig-robofs tabic 
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Figure 10 Position error between calculated welding path and real welding path. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The received results show that fuzzy control gives the relatively positive results in 
comparison wilh computed torque control about the accuracy. Moreover, undeniable benefil's 
fuzzy control ts that we do not use dynamic equations when buiding up control module and we 
do not need to use accuracy and adequate dynamic equations in control process. This is 
particularly meaning when applying to control engineering systems that we cannot determine 
exact mathematical euquations of control object. In this paper, fuzzy control's inpul and outpiil 
are fuzzificated by 5 linguistic values. If we use more linguistic values then the accuracy and the 
smooth of signal are higher. The paper's analysis and result contribute a meaning part in Ihe 
expansion of research and application of modem theories in controlling complex robots such as 
MRM robot. This is base for the next studies, authors will research the combination of fiizzy 
logic and some other theories such as Hedge Algebras, Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm lo 
optimize control method. The results of these researching will be presented in next papers. 
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UNO DUNO LOGIC Md TRONG DIEU KHIEN ROBOT TAC HOP (MRM ROBOT) 

Phan Bill Khoi'. Nguyen Van Toan̂  

'Dui boc Bdch khoa Hd Noi (HUST). Sd I Dai Cti Vwt Hai Bd Tnmg Hd Noi 

Korea Inslilute oj Science and Technology-. 5 Hmirang-ro l4-gil. Seoiighiik-gii. 
Seoul. Repiihllc of Korea 

EmaiL klioi.pliinihin(w,lnisl edu vn'. Ioaii704!llid9l(d,gmuil.com-

Tiong dicu Idiijn robot, cac mo hinh loan hpc bieu diln trang thai dong Ittc cua robot 
thuong phitc tap Cac cac dai luong ttong eac phuong trinh done luc hoc cua robot nhu ciic ma 
tian quHn tinh, Ittc ma sat,, kho co the xac dinh chinh xac. Voi cac robot co cku tiiic phiic tap 
nhu robot sting song, robot tac hap, . .thi viec thiet lap phuong trinh dong luc ciia robot cang kho 
khan va nhicu Ithi khong nhan duoc mot each day du Trong ttuong hop do, di6u khign robot la 
kha kho khiln Ung dung logic mo vao siec dieu khien robot co the khic phuc dttoc kho khan do 
Thuat toan dieu khien md cho kha nang xu 11 su thicu day dit va thiiu chinh xac cua cac yiu & 
anh huong tionf phuong trinh dpng luc hoc cua robot Hon lU nia, cac luat mo duoc stub la 
boi cac menh de dtta tren logic cua con nguoi nen no kha de hilu va dl thuc hien Bai bao nay 
ttinh bay viec ap dung lo^ic met vao dieu khien robot tac hpp. De kiera tia do un cay cua nhtmg 
ket qua thu duoc tu bp dieu khien mo. bai bao trinh bay vice ap duna dilu khiln kinh diln (dilu 
khien Ittc) vao dieu khien robot tae hpp de so sanh 

Tirkhoa. lobot tac hop (MRM), logic md, dllu khien mo. 




